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OBJECTIVES

By the end of the presentation the participant will be able to:

1. Identify reasons a person may be experiencing grief.

2. Analyze the five different stages of grief.

3. Devise strategies to effectively help people living in each stage of grief.



A UNIVERSAL TRUTH

A universal truth

We will all 
experience 

loss and 
grief 



GRIEF IS PERSONAL

Every person is unique and will grieve differently1, 2, 3

A person’s culture heavily influences how they grieve

By being knowledgeable about grief an occupational health nurse (OHN) can be 
prepared to provide a grieving worker with care/strategies to work through their grief



SOME DEFINITIONS

• State of having experienced death of significant other2

• Period of mourning after a loss4

Bereavement

• Generic term signifying absence of an object, position, ability, attribute2

• Often applied to death of an individual, and it is the bereaved person 
who is considered to have experienced a loss2

Loss



SOME DEFINITIONS

• Social customs/cultural practices that follow a death2

• Outward symbols of sorrow; period during which a person grieves or formally 
expresses grief5

Mourning

• Many different definitions

• Person’s emotional response to the event of loss2

• Keen mental suffering/distress over affliction/loss; sharp sorrow; painful regret6

Grief



TYPES OF GRIEF

Many types of grief List not exhaustive

Major grief categories 
include:

• Anticipatory Grief

• Normal/Uncomplicated Grief

• Complicated Grief

• Disenfranchised Grief

• Unresolved Grief



ANTICIPATORY GRIEF

Grief before loss1,2
Unconscious anticipatory 
process/preparation for 
status change2

Lasts until actual loss 
takes place



NORMAL/UNCOMPLICATED GRIEF

Dynamic, pervasive, highly 
individualized, a process2

Normal feelings, behaviors, 
reactions to loss including 
physical, emotional, cognitive, 
behavioral aspects1

Can take years, symptoms 
diminish over time



COMPLICATED GRIEF

After suitable length of time, 
person attempting to deny, 
repress, avoid aspects of loss, 
its pain, and its implications2

Four types of complicated grief1

• Chronic grief

• Delayed grief

• Exaggerated grief

• Masked grief

Use “Inventory of Complicated 
Grief” to determine



DISENFRANCHISED GRIEF

Any loss that is not validated or 
recognized1

The grief people experience 
when they incur loss that is 
not/cannot be openly 
acknowledged, publicly mourned, 
or socially supported2

Recognizes that societies have 
sets of norms – rules of grieving 
– that attempt to specify who, 
when, where, how long, for 
whom people should grieve2



UNRESOLVED GRIEF

Failure to accomplish 
necessary grief work2

May stem from guilt, loss 
of extension of self, 
reawakening of old loss2

Other factors may be 
social negation of loss, 
socially unspeakable loss, 
uncertainty over loss2



LOSS/GRIEF IS HARD

Loss is a painful and 
disorienting time

People feel lost and 
want guidance through 

process7

Often turn to Elisabeth 
Kubler-Ross’s 5 Stages 
defined in On Death and 

Dying7,8



ELISABETH KUBLER-ROSS (1926-2004)

Swiss-American psychiatrist

She identified a gap in research and literature related to death and 
dying8

Interviewed patients with terminal diagnosis to determine what they 
were going through8

Published On Death and Dying (1969) which included “stages of grief”8



5 STAGES OF GRIEF7,8

Denial and Isolation

Anger

Bargaining

Depression

Acceptance



DENIAL AND ISOLATION8

Defense mechanism that buffers 
immediate shock of loss, numbing us to 
our emotions; helps us to survive loss

World becomes meaningless & 
overwhelming/life makes no sense

Wonder how we can go on, if we can go 
on, why we should go on

Brain’s way of ‘dosing’ itself; helps us to 
cope/make survival possible

Helps us to pace our feelings of grief; 
nature’s way of letting in only as much 
as we can handle



ANGER8

Our society fears anger, doesn’t know 
how to process it

We know more about suppressing anger 
than feeling it; encourage feeling anger

Can mask the pain being felt

Has no limits, can be angry at anyone 
including God

Anger will dissipate as healing occurs



BARGAINING8

Trying to regain control, a temporary 
truce

Often accompanied by guilt

We remain in the past, trying to 
negotiate our way out of the hurt

“If only…” statements

Start to believe something could have 
been done differently to avoid loss



DEPRESSION8

Not the same as clinical 
depression

Attention moves from past 
to present

Feel empty, sadness, regret

Not something someone 
needs to ‘snap out of’

Situation is depressing



ACCEPTANCE8

Not about happiness, joy, or being ‘ok’

Accepting the reality that loss occurred, 
recognizing that this new reality is the 
permanent reality

Person does not have to like this reality, 
has to live in it

Finding acceptance may be just having 
more good days than bad ones



NOTE – STAGES HAVE EVOLVED9,10,11



NOTE – STAGES HAVE EVOLVED1

Stage One Notification and 

Shock

Share acknowledgement of 

the reality of the loss, 

recognize the loss

Coping with initial impact of 

loss, may feel numbness, 

shock, poor daily functioning

Stage Two Experience the 

Loss

Share in the process of 

working through the pain of 

the loss

May feel anger, abandoned, 

guilt, sadness, loneliness, 

emptiness, insomnia, apathy

Stage Three Reintegration Reorganize & restructure 

family systems; reinvest

Hope in the future, more 

energetic, acceptance of loss



ABOUT THE STAGES14

Stages were meant to help conceptualize what a dying person might 
experience as their illness progresses and death draws near

Stages were not meant to be a roadmap for survivors of loss who, 
it was later noted, undergo a similar process as a terminal patient

Not meant to help tuck messy emotions into neat packages

REMEMBER – Grief is unique to the individual



PROBLEM WITH STAGES12

• Stages perceived as a roadmap through grief





STAGES AREN’T A ROADMAP14

Grief isn’t simple

Stages are not stops on 
some linear timeline of grief

Not everyone goes through 
all stages or in a prescribed 

order
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PROBLEM WITH STAGES14

The unfortunate side 
effect of our society’s 

erroneous but firm 
belief in the five stages 

is that many people 
wind up criticizing 
themselves for ‘not 

doing grief right’



WHY BOTHER WITH STAGE MODELS AT ALL?14

Because they 
are a good 

general guide 
of what to 

expect with a 
loss

They are tools 
to help us 
frame and 

identify what we 
might be feeling

They are 
responses to 

loss that many 
people have; 
there are not 

typical 
responses to 

loss



SHOULD WE USE STAGES?7

Stages were meant to normalize/validate what 
someone might experience during loss/grief

Kubler-Ross identified five common
experiences, not five required experiences

Towards the end of her life Kubler-Ross 
regretted writing the stages how she did, people 
mistook them as being both linear and universal

Instead of stages 
think of these as 

categories of 
emotions felt when 
facing loss or grief



FACTORS INFLUENCING THE GRIEF PROCESS1

• Personality

• Coping skills

• History of substance abuse

• Relationship to deceased

• Survivor age; deceased age

• Religious/spiritual belief system

• Type of death

• Sudden; from long, chronic illness; suicide

• Ethnicity, cultural traditions, rites, rituals

• History of mental illness

• Gender

• Support systems

• Concurrent stressors

• Experience/history of losses

• Preparation

Many 
factors 
affect a 
person’s 

grief 
process:



WE’VE TALKED A LOT ABOUT GRIEF…

AND STAGES OF GRIEF…

LET’S TALK ABOUT WHY PEOPLE GRIEVE



WHY DO PEOPLE GRIEVE?

The natural first answer is that 
people grieve because a family 

member or friend has died



GRIEVE THE DEAD

Parent Sibling Child Aunt/Uncle/Cousin

Grandparent Extended Family Close Friend Animal/Pet

Grief can be any type and requires individualized assessment/care



GRIEVE THE DYING

Anticipatory grief 
centers on those that 

are in the dying 
process

Death has not 
occurred yet however 

survivors are 
struggling with loss 
that will take place



DEAD NOT AS EASILY GRIEVED
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f: Homosexual Relationship

Partner of HIV/AIDS Patient

Fiancée

Friends

Lovers/Mistresses

Co-workers

Ex-Spouses/Ex-Partners

Stepparent

Mother of Stillborn Child

Women (& Husbands/Boyfriends/Lovers) who have experienced terminated 
pregnancy

Infertility

Family conceived outside a legally recognized union



OTHER REASONS PEOPLE GRIEVE

While death is the usual cause of grief

People can grieve any type of loss

All loss results in emotional reactions that will 
interfere with a person’s life

This can include emotions a worker may 
feel/exhibit while on the job



TYPES OF LOSS THAT ARE GRIEVED

Loss of job, loss of income (spouse’s), loss of financial stability

Loss of health/body part

Loss of mental function

Loss of identity

Loss of independence

Loss of control

Loss of choice

Loss of business

Loss or property (Catastrophic event such as hurricane or tornado)



OTHER REASONS PEOPLE GRIEVE

Change in 
relationship/roles

Change in future 
plans/expectations

Demanding 
familial changes



WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

OHNs work with 
variety of individuals 
going through myriad 
things in professional 
and personal lives

Any loss or grief a 
person experiencing 
will come into the 
workplace with them

If patient/client comes 
to you it’s important to 
fully assess what is 
going on in their lives, 
determine if they are 
grieving any type of 
loss



HOW CAN AN OHN HELP?

Nursing 
assessment is 

vital1:

• Determine type of grief

• Grief reactions normal or complicated?

• Factors that may affect grief process

• Many caregivers do not care for themselves while caring for their loved one, assess:

• General health check-up/assessment of somatic symptoms

• Dental/eye check-ups

• Nutritional evaluation

• Sleep assessment

• Examination of ability to maintain work/family roles

• Assessment of social networks

• Determination of whether there are major changes in presentation of self



HOW CAN AN OHN HELP?

Simply be there for the person experiencing loss/grief

• Be patient and understanding

• Many people worry about saying the appropriate thing, it’s more 
important to know how to listen

• Listen to their stories (repeating a story can help someone work 
through grief)

• Be comfortable with silence (nurse doesn’t have to fill the silence)

• Don’t be easily offended by what someone may say (anger stage)

• Don’t feel you have to have the answers (“I don’t know” is okay) or 
have to give advice



HOW CAN AN OHN HELP?

Educate person experiencing loss/grief

• Person might not realize they are grieving

• There is no right or wrong way to grieve; people will move through grief at 
own pace

• There is no finish line for grief; grief has its own lifespan, unique to griever

• Remind grieving person to ensure self-care

• Watch for warning signs of clinical depression

• Teach relaxation techniques to reduce tension

• Use guided imagery or music to offer an alternative form of 
expression/relaxation

• Encourage healthy coping mechanisms such as exercise, rest, distraction



HOW CAN AN OHN HELP?

Give the griever permission to feel 
their feelings

• Person may not understand their feelings or 
want to repress them; encourage experiencing 
feelings

• Person may feel relieved, calm, or even happy 
after a loss and this can be confusing; 
sometimes these feelings are appropriate



HOW CAN AN OHN HELP?15

What NOT to do or say

• Don’t feel like you have to constantly be talking

• Don’t fill in conversation with outside news

• Don’t use clichés to try to console the griever

• Don’t talk about your own losses or problems

• NEVER SAY “I KNOW HOW YOU FEEL”

• Don’t impose a time limit on grief/support

• Don’t shy away from conversations/stories about loss

• Don’t let fear of saying/doing wrong thing keep you from reaching out

• Don’t force someone to open up



HOW CAN AN OHN HELP?15

What SHOULD I say or do?

• Acknowledge the death or loss

• If death, refer to the deceased by name

• If death, use the word ‘died’ to show you understand

• Express your concern; ask how person feels

• Be genuine in your communication (“I’m not sure what to 
say but I want you to know I care”)

• Offer comfort/reassurance without minimizing loss

• Encourage speaking with a spiritual advisor if appropriate



REMEMBER, NURSES GRIEVE TOO

As much as we don’t like to admit it, 
nurses are human

We will experience the same types of 
grief as others for the same reasons

Nurses (you) deserve as much care 
as you provide your patients/clients
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